The functional trait-based bioenergetic approach is emergent in many ecological spectra, from the conservation of natural resources to mitigation and adaptation strategies in a global climate change context. Such an approach relies on being able to exploit mechanistic rules to connect environmental humaninduced variability to functional traits (i.e. all those specific traits defining species in terms of their ecological roles) and use these to provide estimates of species life history traits (LH; e.g. body size, fecundity per life span, number of reproductive events). LHs are species-specific and proximate determinants of population characteristics in a certain habitat. They represent the most valuable quantitative information to investigate how broad potential distributional boundaries of a species are, and to feed predictive population models. There is much to be found in the current literature that describes mechanistic functional trait-based bioenergetics models, using them to test ecological hypotheses, but a mathematical framework often renders interpretation and use complicated. Here, we wanted to present a simpler interpretation and description of one of the most important recent mechanistic bioenergetic theories: the dynamic energy budget theory by Kooijman (Dynamic Energy Budget Theory for Metabolic Organisation, 2010, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge). Our main aim was to disentangle those aspects that at first reading may seem too mathematically challenging to many marine biologists, ecologists and environmental scientists, and present them for use in mechanistic applications.
Introduction
Most recent reviews and papers lament the substantial lack of an interpretational perspective of how anthropogenic disturbance affects natural systems and stress the need for reliable, predictive models to 'interpret the future' in a 'disturbed world' (Loreau 2010; Denny & Benedetti-Cecchi 2012) . The functional trait-based bioenergetic approach seems to be a practical solution to providing quantitatively accurate predictions of species abundance in a rapidly changing world (Araujo & Rahbek 2006) . Moreover, it can be used to investigate the link between ecological responses and human disturbance, and to study the possible implications that this link has on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. The approach is now emergent in many ecological spectra, from the conservation of natural resources to mitigation and adaptation strategies to be adopted in a global climate change context (Webb et al. 2010) .
The most reliable and accepted approach is based on the dynamic energy budget theory (DEB; Kooijman 2010) , which mechanistically depicts temperature-dependent metabolic processes with precision and enables us to make more accurate predictions of organisms' growth performance. This has been successfully demonstrated on land with lizards (Kearney 2012; Kearney et al. 2012) and in marine habitats with bivalves (Pouvreau et al. 2006; Kearney et al. 2010; Sar a et al. 2011 Sar a et al. , 2012 Sar a et al. , 2013 Saraiva et al. 2012) , crustaceans and fish (e.g. Jusup et al. 2011; Pecquerie et al. 2011) . DEB even seems a good candidate to predict distributions of invasive organisms (Sar a et al. in press-a) or threatened species (sensu Kearney 2012) , as well as a simple tool which, starting from organismal functional traits and a few mechanistic rules (Kooijman 2010) , is able to provide basal information (viz. based on species identity) about the suitability of areas potentially devoted to aquaculture (Rinaldi et al., submitted) , the sustainability of aquaculture practices (integrated multitrophic aquaculture; Sar a et al. 2012) and fishery (Einarsson et al. 2011) . Thus, we need to increase our understanding of potential fields of ecological applications, as well as possible shortcomings of that approach.
Such an approach relies on being able to exploit mechanistic rules to connect environmental human-induced variability to functional traits (Schoener 1986; Diaz & Cabido 2001) and in turn functional traits to species life history (LH; Stearns 1992) traits starting from a wholeorganismal level, and to population dynamics (Cheung et al. 2011 ) and community structures (Laughlin et al. 2012) .
By functional, we mean all those specific traits defining species in terms of their ecological roles (Diaz & Cabido 2001) , thereby the species' identity. Most marine organisms are ectotherms such as algae, seagrasses, molluscs, crustaceans, polychaetes and fish. In these, the traits usually include tolerance and sensitivity to environmental conditions, e.g. physiological thermal tolerance limits (Kearney & Porter 2009) or mechanisms involved in the reaction to hypoxia (P€ ortner 2010) and hypercapnia (Hendriks et al. 2010) . Tolerance limits include the ability of each species to maintain metabolic machinery and biological performances throughout space and time (Sokolova et al. 2012) . The ability to obtain energy from food is also a functional trait, and follows the so-called functional response (Holling 1959; Denny & Benedetti-Cecchi 2012) or all those traits, both behavioural (e.g. swimming behaviour, habitat use, mating system) and morphological (e.g. shape: the mega-parameters of Schoener 1986), concurring with the optimisation of energetic income (Krebs & Davies 1992) and the magnitude of LH traits. Functional traits are therefore directly involved in the magnitude of LH traits and the fitness magnitude of every species (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992; Charnov 1993) , for example body size and the number of reproductive events per life span. These species-specific LH traits are the most important proximate determinants of population characteristics (e.g. density and structure) in a certain habitat, and of how large the potential distributional area of the species is (Cheung et al. 2011) . All possible aspects of that complex ecological mosaic involving habitat characteristics, single species performance boundaries, population dynamics, community and ecosystem tiles deserve equally close attention. Wider reflection is required to correctly trace a road map for the future of ecological studies, with the aim of investigating the reasons for the current ecological equilibriums. Once that understanding has been increased, our ability to predict future consequences for biodiversity under the expected growing human pressure on ecosystems will be enhanced (Hoegh-Guldberg & Bruno 2010) .
The mechanistic view and models are at the core of the mosaic. Models like these are often based on a complex mathematical framework. Therefore, we herein provide a simpler interpretation of one of the most important contemporary mechanistic bioenergetic theories, which has spawned several dozens of studies in the last few years: the DEB theory by Kooijman (2010) . At first reading, some aspects of this theory may appear too mathematically complex for many ecologists and environmental scientists. Our main aim is to extract the most salient aspects of mechanistic applications, present them in a simple way and also discuss the ways in which the approach can be applied. Possible shortcomings will also be taken into account.
The DEB Model
Dynamic energy budget comprises a complete theoretical asset, at the whole organismal level, to link habitat, functional traits and life history of any living organism. It is the core of the 'functional trait-based approach' (Kearney & Porter 2009) and it represents the 'quantitative from scratch framework' providing first principles (Aristotle ad sensum) to investigate mechanistically: 1 How every species manages the available energy from the habitat, and 2 How the utilisation of this energy is prioritised, i.e. the important choices that one organism has to activate unconsciously to optimise fitness along the life span (sensu Charnov & Krebs 1974; Loreau 2010 ). These two aspects are not based on the 'feeling' of an organism, as common anthropocentric views might suppose; they are based on strict physical, chemical and thermodynamic laws (the so-called first principles) governing the functioning of the world (Denny & Benedetti-Cecchi 2012) . Thus, the entirety of first principle's power can be exploited to provide predictive scenarios of organismal functioning. They provide a fundamental explanation of, for example, how, why and where organisms are present (or absent) throughout their distributional ranges (at the net of biotic interactions), how one organism is able to respond to environmental variability and multiple anthropogenic stressors (Sokolova et al. 2012) , and the magnitude and spatio-temporal scale of ecological response. All of this is basal information that defines the role of one species in a community (Webb et al. 2010; Laughlin et al. 2012) .
The mechanistic properties of this approach rely on energy and matter flows from habitat through organisms. But flows of energy and matter (and time) through habitats and organisms are subjected to conservation laws (Kooijman 2010) and, consequently, they are traceable (and budgetable) processes. We can use these principles to mechanistically predict the functioning of each species and thereby the magnitude and variability of LH traits (Kearney et al. 2010 in press-a).
Before we start: the simple metaphor of the 'washbasin'
The simplicity of organismal functioning rules from an energetic viewpoint can be equated well to that of the washbasin (M. Kearney, unpublished observations). Energy flowing from the habitat (here, the large water container at the back of the washbasin) is modulated by numerous functional traits (the tap; e.g. the Holling functional response accounting for mutually exclusive functions like searching, management, ingestion of the food available and assimilation; Koen-Alonso 2007). It reaches the washbasin and accumulates into reserves (the water present in the washbasin; i.e. stored as metabolites such as proteins, lipids, carbohydrates). Two drain pipes of different diameter leave the washbasin and allow the water (energy reserve) to reach two main (virtually separate) containers: the first is that of structures (i.e. the body structures) accounting for the most of the flow rate (the so-called kappa); the second pipe is narrower than the first and supplies energy to the reproduction container (i.e. 1-kappa). These two flows are connected by a tradeoff (the Kooijman kappa rule; Kooijman 2010) and they are directly linked to the amount of reserves, which depends on the available energy manageable by the organisms, which, in turn, depends on the ability of organisms to manage the amount of energy available in the habitat. If for some reason the washbasin empties, there is no more energy to refill the two containers, and structure and reproduction both reduce. This situation will have important repercussions on organismal ability to cope with environmental variability (e.g. obtaining food from the habitat, interacting with other organisms, sustaining an immune-defence system, and producing gametes).
Description of the standard DEB model
While not every organism possesses vascular supply networks, all organisms mobilise internal energy and store material before metabolites are transported to fuel metabolism. The standard DEB model (Kooijman 2010 ; Fig. 1 ) incorporates whole-organism bioenergetics, connecting individual behaviours to population growth via the description of how energy and mass are managed by an organism to maximise ultimate fitness (i.e. Darwinian fitness; Bozinovic et al. 2011 ) and how metabolic trade-offs are involved in response to different environmental conditions. The manner and the efficiency with which energy flows through an organism varies according to its metabolism; thus it is greatly affected by body size. In the DEB theory, the structural volume V (i.e. the cube of volumetric length) is the key feature that allows body size to be included in the complete budget of the organism. The conversion between physical length L and V is performed by including shape coefficient (δ M ), a dimensionless quantity that, according to the rules of isomorphism, remains unchanged throughout the life cycle of the organism such as V 1/3 = L 9 d M . To transform the measurement of length to structural volume, the following formula is applied:
3 . As shape depends on the type of length measurements, a simple way to obtain an estimation is to exploit the relation between length and wet weight of target species (Sar a et al. 2013) according to the following formula:
ÂL À1 , where W W is the wet weight of flesh tissue, d Vw is the specific density for structure, which in most benthic invertebrates is assumed to be equal to 1 gÁcm -3 and L is the total length (cm). Thus, while V is an estimate of every single individual (see above), ideally the shape coefficient should be estimated from all individuals belonging to the whole population. In a DEB context, volume and surface area quantities play crucial roles in energetic exchanges and fluxes. For instance, acquisition rates are considered proportional to surface area (and are usually displayed in curly brackets), whereas maintenance rates requiring energetic costs are usually related to volume of biomass (and displayed in square brackets). The standard DEB model can be roughly considered to be partitioned into two separate large compartments: one (upper compartment in Fig. 1 ) dealing with a feeding process that describes how energy coming from food is stored as metabolites (e.g. stored proteins, lipids, carbohydrates) and another (lower compartment in Fig. 1 ) in which the energy is allocated to maintenance and transformed into structures (i.e. growth) and offspring (i.e. reproduction).
The link between the two parts is represented by the reserves, in which all the energy coming from the upper part is stored first and then made available for direct use (and is then available for the lower part). To facilitate understanding by the reader, we will consider the reserves the middle part of the DEB model ( Fig. 1 ; this figure is adapted to bivalves and has been inspired by Sousa et al. 2010 and Saraiva et al. 2012) .
Upper part
Consider a constant amount of food X. The amount of particles that an organism can acquire (X n ) is thus determined by the availability of food and the rate at which the food itself will be removed from the environment. In suspension feeders such as bivalves, for example, the flow of particles that is retained through filtration is equivalent to the product of clearance rate by the total amount of food, CR 9 X n . Once it arrives in the gills (of bivalves), the food is selected: a fraction J _ PF will be rejected as pseudofaeces, the rest is transported to the mouth to be ingested, J _ XF . The ingestion rate _ J X is defined as the passage of food to the gut. _ J X depends on food availability, body size and temperature and, according to DEB theory, its formulation follows the Holling type II functional response (Holling 1959) . It can be calculated as follows:
where fJ _ Xm g is the area-specific maximum ingestion rate, expressed in JÁh
is the scaled functional response (range 0-1) with X = food density (lg food l À1 ) and X k the half saturation coefficient, and V is the structural body volume. Table 1 . *Apart from food, another important constraint in the metabolic process is individual body temperature. In ectotherms, body temperature can be approximated as that in the environment (Lima et al. 2011) . We decided to describe the dynamic energy budget (DEB) with suspension feeder bivalves as model.
The saturation coefficient X k depends on food quality and in suspension feeders, for example, it is usually expressed by the concentration of chlorophyll-a (lg Chl-a l À1 ; Sar a et al. 2012) ; it corresponds to the point where the value of ingestion rate is equal to the half of the maximum. In suspension feeders, the maximum ingestion rate _ J X can be derived from ingestion rate measurements (IR, lgÁl -1 Áh -1 ) based on typical clearance rate (CR) experiments (Sar a et al. 2013) . Hence,
where IR is the maximum ingestion rate below the threshold of pseudofaeces production. As filtration and ingestion in bivalves occur simultaneously, the ingestion rate is equal to the filtration rate. The procedure adopted for CR measurements is reported in Widdows & Staff (2006) and its formulation is derived from Coughlan (1969) .
Not all the energy coming from the ingestion process ( _ J XI ) is digested; differences in the chemical composition between bivalve reserve tissue and ingested food determine energy loss ( _ J PA ) as faeces. The assimilation rate ( _ p A ) is the final step of food processing (Saraiva et al. 2011 (Saraiva et al. , 2012 and is defined as the process where food is absorbed and converted into the organism's reserves (Kooijman 2010) .
The rate of assimilated energy is assumed to be independent of the feeding rate per se but is explicitly related to food density through a functional response curve, so that:
where f is the scaled functional response and fp _ Am g is the maximum assimilation rate per unit surface area. As mentioned above, fp _ Am g describes the efficiency with which energy is converted into the organism's reserve; therefore, it depends on the efficiency of absorption by the organism and on the composition of food. As a main consequence,
where AE (range 0-1) is the assimilation efficiency, which is calculated via the Conover ratio (Conover 1966) as traditionally performed in the current literature (Sar a et al. 2000 (Sar a et al. , 2008 ; lx is the conversion factor of food into energy (JÁmg -1 ) and fJ _ Xm g is the area specific-maximum ingestion rate, expressed in J h À1 cm À2 (see above). At the end of the feeding process, the remaining fraction of energy J _ EA is what is pooled into the reserve compartment.
Middle part
Reserves represent the core of the DEB theory and are one of the most important advances compared with classical static budget models. As already summarised, reserves collect all the energy coming from the environment minus that spent during the feeding process, J _
EA . An important assumption of the DEB model is that neither the feeding process and nor reserves accrue maintenance costs. In the model, the rate at which this energy is used from the reserve is called J _ EC , and follows the dynamic according to the j-rule. The j-rule asserts that a fixed fraction j of assimilated energy is allocated to maintenance and somatic growth, and the remaining fraction 1-j is available for maturity maintenance and reproduction. Specifically, the energy mobilised for maintenance and somatic growth is j Â J _ EC , and that available for maturity maintenance and reproduction is ð1 À jÞ Â J _ EC .
Lower part
The lower portion of the DEB model (conceptualised by the lower part in Fig. 1 ) is characterised by all the processes that require energy expenditures, i.e. energy to be allocated to maintenance of the biomass, development, growth and reproduction. The flux of reserve mobilised for both maintenance and somatic growth ðj Â J _ EC Þ, following the j-rule, will be equal to J _ EC ¼ J _ ES þ J _ EG , where J _ ES is the flux of energy to be allocated to somatic maintenance and J _ EG is that available for the increase in structural body mass. DEB theory stipulates that somatic maintenance has priority over growth and the organism is able to use the reproduction buffer (and in extreme cases the structures) to cope with maintenance costs during starvation periods.
Somatic maintenance (J _ ES ) involves all the processes needed by an organism to simply survive (i.e. ignoring growth and reproduction); as such, it accounts for the flux of reserves allocated to volume (as related to the maintenance of the structures) indicated by the term J _ EM , and the flux J _ ET to be devolved to the surface (e.g. heating in endotherms), i.e.
In ectotherms, therefore, the term J _ ET can be considered null, so that somatic maintenance will depend only on the term J _ EM . Indeed, according to the following formula, somatic maintenance is
, where L is the individual total length and J _ EM corresponds to maintenance cost scaled with volume, i.e. ½J _ EM ¼ ½ _ p M Â V. The parameter ½ _ p M is a good approximation of the organism's basal metabolism and is indirectly related to the measurements of oxygen consumption. The procedures followed for calculating somatic maintenance costs Marine Ecology (2014) 1-10 ª 2014 Blackwell Verlag GmbH are well described in Ren & Schiel (2008) and Sar a et al. (2013) . Furthermore, the energy flux J _ EC mobilised by the reserves also determines the energy to be allocated to growth, J _ EG . Growth is considered as the increase in organismal body mass and, following the j-rule and somatic maintenance, J _ EG can be calculated via the difference between flux of energy coming from the reserve and the amount of energy allocated to maintenance, i.e.
The model is based on the growth of an organism under constant conditions and the growth rate in the DEB context reduces to the Von Bertalanffy equation with three parameters (time at length zero, growth rate constant and maximum size).
Growth ceases when all reserves are required for somatic maintenance, i.e. when J _ EC ¼ J _ ES . Apart from the individual structural biomass and the reserves, two important variables characterising the organism are maturity level, M H , and the reproduction buffer. As for somatic maintenance, the maturation/reproduction also needs energy to be maintained. Since both maturity and reproduction are dynamically predicted by the j-rule, it follows that ð1 À jÞ
EC is the flux of energy mobilised from the reserves to be allocated to the reproductive system, J _ EJ is the energy needed to support maturity maintenance costs, and J _ ER is the energy available for reproduction. Before an organism is able to produce gametes, a maturation level must be reached. In the standard DEB model, it is assumed that the energy J _ ER is allocated to the maturity buffer during the individual's juvenile stage. Once the maturity level (M H ) is reached, the organism become an adult, and a fixed fraction of assimilates is continually transferred from the reserve to the reproduction buffer (after accounting for maturity maintenance) and then to gametes production and spawning. The resulting flux of energy moving into the reproduction buffer is defined as the difference between the energy mobilised from reserves and the costs related to the reaching and maintaining of maturity, so that Table 1 ). The real amount of energy that is stored in reserves [E m ] and that is available for reproduction and growth [E G ] cannot be estimated directly, but it is possible to derive them from measurements associated with somatic maintenance (J _ ES ) and, specifically, to the related parameter ½ _ p M . If seasonal patterns of the species are known, these parameters can be estimated from the balance of energy content before and after the growing season, as suggested by literature (van der Veer et al. 2006; Cardoso 2007) . 
Process
No. Symbol Description Units Formulation 
No., reference number for fluxes as reported in Fig. 1 .
The role of temperature
As mentioned above, in the standard DEB model the flux of energy inside an organism varies according to its own metabolism and thus depends on physiological rates. Since all physiological rates are strictly dependent on body temperature, it represents an important constraint in the DEB theory.
To include the effect of temperature and within a species-specific range, the description proposed by Arrhenius (1889) usually fits quite well (Kooijman 2010) :
where k (T) is a physiological rate at the ambient temperature T, with T the absolute temperature (in Kelvin), and _ k 1 the physiological rate at the reference temperature T 1 . T A is the Arrhenius temperature. The estimates of Arrhenius temperature (T A ) and of the lower and upper boundaries of the tolerance range can be extrapolated from literature data (Cardoso et al. 2006; Pouvreau et al. 2006) or estimated by a direct calculation of physiological rate at different temperatures.
Main DEB model outputs
The mechanistic nature of the standard DEB model allows the bioenergetics features of an organism to be related to environmental conditions, so that ultimate fitness can be predicted. This is only feasible if the organismal body temperature and concentration of food in the habitat are known, and all DEB parameters of the species are estimated. The present DEB model allows us to quantify: 1 Maximal habitat individual size (MHIS). It can be calculated as MHIS ¼ ðj Â ðfp AM g=½p M ÞÞ, where j is the energy fraction allocated to somatic maintenance and growth (i.e. the j-rule; Kooijman 2010), fp _ Am g the surface-area specific assimilation rate and ½ _ p M is the volume-specific maintenance rate. It is used to explain the link between energy budgets and body size on a local spatial scale. 2 Maturation time (MT). MT is defined as the time in days to reach the minimal size that allows gamete development and maturation. A primary requirement for modelling MT is thus the species-specific information of the smallest size at sexual maturity. This information can usually be extracted from literature, as it is an essential part of many classical biological and ecological studies. Therefore, if we know the smallest size for sexual maturity, the energy flux 1-j coming from existing reserves and/or the amount of food energy assimilated (minus maintenance and digestion costs), and assuming that it is used for reproductive purposes (gamete development and maturation, i.e. packaging of energy into gametes), we can estimate the time needed to reach maturity. MT is strictly habitat-specific (i.e. thermal conditions and available food density) as it depends on the specific time required to reach the minimal size threshold for sexual maturity and first spawning. 3 Number of reproductive events per life span (RE). RE is another basal life history trait of organisms that occurs each time the amount of energy has reached a certain density in the reproduction buffer, so that it will overflow as gametes. RE is strictly related to the environmental conditions, as the energy that replenishes the reproduction buffer is dependent on food availability. Furthermore, the standard DEB model assumes that the organism does not spawn until the temperature is above a threshold (Gabbott & Bayne 1973) ; this also means that temperature represents a constraint for the occurrence of RE. 4 Total reproductive output (TRO). TRO is the total number of eggs per life span. When the energy of a reproductive buffer reaches a threshold, it is packaged into gametes, which are produced in a discrete number of spawning events. As DEB assumes that the energy needed to build one gamete is usually constant (e.g. 0.0019 J for one egg in mussels; van der Veer et al. 2006) and that the amount is species-specific, TRO will depend on the amount of energy available for reproduction coming from reserves and stored in a reproduction buffer.
Conclusions
A major criticism of the functional trait-based mechanistic bioenergetic modelling approach could be that it is based on characteristics of the species' fundamental niche (Kearney & Porter 2009; Kearney et al. 2010) . This view derives from the fact that the approach was welcomed as a sort of 'Holy Grail of ecology' (Lavorel & Garnier 2002) . In reality, it only provides the basal information (i.e. accurate quantitative predictions about the magnitude of life history traits of one species) needed to build the steps towards reaching a complete set of predictions of where a species potentially is able to live and how it reacts, within the species-specific physiological boundaries, to environmental variability. Such information meets one of the most important ecological criteria, which rely on being able to predict species abundance along spatio-temporal environmental gradients. Being able to make these predictions is the most fundamental aspect of applied ecology, and it is strongly correlated with the ability to predict the future assets of biodiversity (Laughlin et al. 2012 ). An example of this is the ability to quantify TRO within a certain locality. This is one of the most important prerogatives of the mechanistic approach, and represents a more advanced method of predicting the species' presence than other modelling approaches, such as those based on GIS statistical-correlative information (Buckley et al. 2010 ). These models (e.g. bioclimatic envelope models) use associations between aspects of climate and known distribution occurrences to define sets of conditions under which species are likely to maintain viable populations. They estimate potential distributions (i.e. the geographic projection of the estimated realised niches of species), rather than the occupied distributional area of the species. Although TRO usually defines Darwinian fitness (Bozinovic et al. 2011) and is thus considered a 'surrogate' of the actual individual fitness, it provides fundamental and important information needed to investigate possible distributional ranges of organisms. TRO is a quantitative measure of the reproductive potential of one species. Although it is wellknown that an individual with high gamete production can have very low fitness, for many ecological and management purposes it is of great use to make predictions of where (and when) one organism will display full (e.g. producing millions of eggs) rather than reduced or nil reproductive capacity (e.g. producing only a few eggs or zero). Such an aspect is crucial in free-spawners using external fertilisation -organisms such as bivalves and fish that freely release eggs into the water column (a mechanism representing the major dispersal agent of many marine animals; Duarte 2007). Free-spawners, like most marine organisms (more than 99%), rely on the reproductive potential of every individual belonging to a population to perpetuate populations, and their ability to colonise contiguous habitats relies on planktonic phases for dispersal (Duarte 2007) . Predicting that elements of a certain population of marine ectotherms will be able to produce more eggs than conspecifics, which presents them with major opportunities to perpetuate their genes far beyond their original location and spread to adjacent habitats, to form other nuclei for yet more spreading (Simberloff 2009; Sar a et al. in press-b) is highly valuable information. This is the only modelling approach to date that has the capacity to quantify, mechanistically, the amount of eggs (gametes) producible under environmentally explicit contexts (Sar a et al. 2011, in press-b; Kearney 2012) . This represents an important advance in our ability to predict future scenarios in a context of anthropogenic changes. Thus, the presence of one species in a certain place does not depend solely on most elements of the population producing large amounts of gametes (which depends on the magnitude of metabolic machinery functioning) but also on local biological interactions (Chase & Leibold 2003) . However, being able to predict the potential density (at the net of biotic interactions) is a great help to ecologists, managers and stakeholders and proves crucial on many occasions. Indeed, it has been seen that most ecological interactions are based on density-dependent processes (Ives 2009; Loreau 2010) , which also depend on the potential ability that most elements belonging to a certain population have to produce more or fewer gametes along varying environmental gradients.
In conclusion, then, the information derived from the functional trait-based mechanistic model will be useful to identify all the steps in our predictive ability about the effects of anthropogenic stressors on the upper levels of ecological hierarchy (Webb et al. 2010; Laughlin et al. 2012) .
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